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THE PENCIL OF NATURE, 2017
seris of nature prints “after Talbot”, each 60 × 43.5 cm (unframed)
below: nature print lady fern

above: nature print butterbur (detail), right: nature print big nettle
both 60 × 43.5 cm (unframed)

My series of nature prints borrows the title of the publication with which William

object to be printed, a copper intaglio plate is made using two galvanoplastic

Henry Fox Talbots presented his photographic process, published from 1844 to 1846:

impressions. The printing plate produces true to original images not only of but

The Pencil of Nature. Starting point for the nature prints are Talbot’s botanical

also through nature.

photograms: In his experiments for capturing light on paper Talbot used glass

This means that the nature prints not only resemble Talbot’s botanical photograms

plates to press plants onto sensitised paper and exposed them to sunlight to

visually, but also with regard to production. In both cases it is the physical

subsequently fix them as negative silhouettes.

contact that produces the image. The plants chosen for THE PENCIL OF NATURE push

I associate this “birth of photography from the spirit of botany” with nature

this analogy even further: they are specimens of the species, that can be identified

printing, a technique perfected in Vienna contemporaneously to Talbot’s experiments

on Talbot’s botanical photograms, which are almost two hundred years old.

in the mid-nineteenth century. Like the photogram, nature printing is also based

By connecting nature printing with early photography THE PENCIL OF NATURE returns

on an actual contact with nature: Starting out from an imprint in lead of the

to the haptic origins of photography in the age of the omnipresent digital image.

WITHOUT TITLE (death masks from the collection of the Josephinum), 2018
Exhibition view Chiasmata 17–18, Josephinum Vienna
Showcase with death masks, 69.5 × 259.9 × 108 cm

FREUD’S TOMB IN LONDON, 2018
Rubbing, graphite on paper, 70 × 146 cm (unframed)
My display of the death masks from the collection of the Josephinum was part
The rubbing was taken at the Golders Green Crematorium in London. It shows the

of an exhibition on the Medical Faculty of the University of Vienna between

stele supporting the urn of Sigmund and Martha Freud with their names and dates of

1938 and 1945. The selection shows leading doctors and professors of the medical

birth and death engraved on it. To make rubbings of the tombs of those to whom one

school famous until 1938: among them some who died long before the “Anschluss”

feels connected is an Anglo-Saxon tradition, which I re-import from Freud’s exile

in 1938 like the well-known anatomist Emil Zuckerkandl (1849–1910), some who

back to the city where he spent almost his entire life. The import points to the

were immediate victims of the National Socialist regime due to their Jewish

fact that he has no grave in Vienna that could be visited. The empty space thus

origin, like Hans Horst Mayer (1853–1939) or Max Neuburger (1868–1955) and

made visible exemplifies the emptiness left by the murder and expulsion of Jewish

also Nazi sympathizers such as Julius Wagner-Jauregg (1857–1940).

citizens in the Nazi era.

The presentation of the masks without identification leads towards the attempt

The making of a rubbing can also be considered as an image for the functioning of

to distinguish the faces of the „non-Aryans“ from those of the perpetrators

psychoanalysis. The engraving, which is obscured by the tautened paper, reappears

and advocates of National Socialism and evokes the obsolete typification of

on the surface of the paper during the rubbing, just as the work of the psychoana-

supposedly “Jewish” or “Aryan” physiognomies propagated by the nazi’s racial

lyst brings the unconscious to resurface.

delusions following the racial theories of the 19th century.

ACHROMATIC HISTORY, 2017-ongoing
Series consisting of partly bleached antiquarian magazines, all 53.1 × 34 cm

		

For the series ACHROMATIC HISTORY I use antiquarian editions of the US-American

replaced magazines as the mainstream medium it is not only the photographs of his-

Life magazine from the heyday of photojournalism, i.e. from the 1950s to the 1970s.

torical events, but also the illustrated magazines themselves which are a thing of

Before exposing selected page spreads to light to bleach the colours I cover certain

the past. This past is overwritten with additional layers of time. One is indica-

parts with everyday items such as DVDs or coins. After the fading the covered parts

ted by the silhouettes of everyday objects: everyone recognises the shape of a DVD

appear as silhouettes in the original print colours, highlighting them against the

or handles coins on a daily basis. These objects thus reflect the present. Another

achromatised backdrop.

layer is the time required by the “imaging technique” applied. Unlike the exposure

In this way ACHROMATIC HISTORY interweaves several layers of time: the first is the

of film – usually a matter of fractions of a second – the bleaching of the printed

time of the photographed event. Since television and the World Wide Web have long

pages of a magazine requires a long period of time.

Above: Life magazine August 5, 1966, pp. 46-47

Proposal for the old Jewish cemetery in St. Pölten (Lower Austria), 2018
Visualisation of the winning competition entry for Kunst im öffentlichen
Raum Niederösterreich, not yet realized

In 1938, with the “Aryanisation” of the old Jewish cemetery in St. Pölten

status, life dates, place of death and the date of the funeral. The

– where burials took place from 1859 to 1904 – the ceremonial hall was

glass plates printed with white text define the location both spatially

demolished and the grave stones were removed.

and in terms of content. As fencing, they protect the peace of the dead

My design for re-marking the area as a cemetery proposed to replace the

and at the same time enable a personalised commemoration of the dead,

fence around the surface with glass panes with information on the 583

which has not been possible since the robbery of the tombstones.

persons that are buried here, including their name, occupation, marital

WHAT TO GET FROM WHAT YOU SEE, 2013
Performance, photo: Slade School of Fine Art, London 2015

The performance WHAT TO GET FROM WHAT YOU SEE is about the complex interplay between
the visible – the stage – and the sayable – the performance, which in this case is

COUNTERPARTS, 2012–2015

conceived as a one-on-one performance.

series of works consisting of image pairs that are presented as puzzles and

The set up aims at separating the visual from the conceptual, verbally transmitted

connected through the exchange of puzzle pieces

experience. Visitors are invited to a one-on-one talk behind a screen. Starting

exhibition view VBKÖ, Vienna 2013

point of each talk is my oral description of an artwork touching on the borders
between the visible and the sayable. Just by describing the works of visual art
I appeal to the imagination of my conversational partner to conjure up a piece,

The series COUNTERPARTS consists of pairs of images that show visual corresponden-

which may be by a fellow artist or myself. This attempt to translate visual art

ces that on a second glance are also correspondences with regard to content. Each

into spoken word can be visually experienced as a shadow play: the conversations

image is presented as a 560-piece puzzle. Between corresponding images puzzles

behind the screen cannot be overheard from outside, nor are they recorded, but the

pieces are exchanged. This way the perfection of the images is disturbed but on

interlocutors sit in a beam of light right next the screen and cast shadows creating

the other hand they get linked to each other. Thereby an aspect of each image that

a live projection for visitors on the other side.

is not immediately obvious otherwise is highlighted.

COUNTERPARTS, 2012–2015
series of image pairs produced as puzzles, connected through the exchange of puzzle
pieces, 560-piece puzzles, 42 × 29.7 cm (unframed), UV direct print on mounting board
(with Meike S. Gleim)

BULWARK, 2014/2015
Photographic wallpaper (poster series on hoarding), 12 × 2.7 m, (with Meike S. Gleim)
ATLAS OF ARCADIA exhibition view, xhibit, Vienna 2015

BULWARK focuses on constructions that function as political apparatus (Foucault):
the wall, border fence, barricade or the proverbial bulwark, “Bollwerk” in German
from which the French word boulevard is also derived. They separate mankind, in us
and them, friend and foe, locals and visitors, and keep these divisions in place.
The images depicted on the photo mural are themselves placarded across hoardings
and illustrate the use of this construction, but also its circumvention and overcoming. The bulwark is an instrument of state power, but it can also become an
instrument in the hands of protest movements in the form of barricades.

STREET CARPET, 2014
28 posters arranged on the floor in three groups, digital prints on poster paper,
A2 format (with Meike S. Gleim)
ATLAS OF ARCADIA exhibition views, xhibit, Vienna 2015

The programme of Haussmannisation taken up in the Arcades Project by Walter Benjamin
– meaning the expansion and straightening the streets of Paris so that troops may
patrol the streets and, at the same time, that the setting up roadblocks is more
difficult – was and is used to control the population. Nevertheless, the Haussmannisation could not prevent the streets in Paris and elsewhere today, from becoming
a predestined site for political and social events and thus a public space par
excellence.
In the series of works STREET CARPET, aerial images of arteries from around the
world are connected to form a branched network of roads. Thus, the different uses
of roads overlap: the street as a place of transit and of traffic congestion, as
well as of urban public life, political rallies, demonstrations or parades.

GEORAMA, 2015
Architectural model (front view) with projection, expanded PVC slab and larch wood
poles, dome diameter: 2.34 m (with Meike S. Gleim)
Animation: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio

1825 to 1832. In the 1840s, Paris had a second Georama, while the last Georama was

ATLAS OF ARCADIA exhibition views, xhibit, Vienna 2015

opened in time for the first World Exhibition in London in 1851 and which was finally closed in 1862.
The GEORAMA in the exhibition is modelled on Delanglard’s design but constructed

Our perception of the world is connected with the history of its imaging. In the

as a geodesic dome. Geodesic dome structures were also popularised in the hippie

19

architecture by Buckminster Fuller’s Biosphère for Expo‘67 in Montréal.

th

century the most prominent form of imaging the world was the so-called ‘Georama’

or large spherical (globe) panorama. Designed by Charles-Antoine Delanglard, the

The interior of one hemisphere serves as a screen for a composite of satellite

building took the form of an interior globe. On its interior the earth‘s surface

images of the Earth at night. The images from space are a contemporary version of

was mapped according to the status of geographic research at the time.

Delanglard‘s Georama and, with the artificial light – evidence of the colonization

Delanglard‘s Georama had a diameter of about 10 meters and stood in Paris from

of the planet by humans –, also a paradigmatic image of the Anthropocene.

ICH HABE NICHTS ZU SAGEN. NUR ZU ZEIGEN. (I have nothing to say. Only to show.), 2013
exhibition in the framework of the research project ATLAS OF ARCADIA
(with Meike S. Gleim), Neuer Kunstverein Wien, Vienna 2013

The exhibition I HAVE NOTHING TO SAY. ONLY TO SHOW. is dedicated to social phenomena
connected with the spread of mirrors and lighting – parallel to the corresponding
chapters in Walter Benjamin‘s Arcades Project.
Today the dissemination of images and artificial light often coincide: Images are
broadcast, the screen itself becomes a light source (TV, computer screen, smartphone display...). The mirror in turn is replaced by the digital representation of
our environment: cameras – ubiquitous in mobile phones, public space… – reflect the
visible world simultaneously like a mirror. Lighting and mirrors grow together as
two sides of the digital and virtual world which confronts us with a never-ending
flood of images.
The montage of images spreading across the two rows of windows of the Kunstverein
explores this development by halting the digital flood of images and the time (the
images are analogue, not digital): a bench in front of the windows casts a fixed
shadow in the space. Thus, the exhibition invites us to pause and contemplate the
developments that can be read as an extension of the effects of illumination and
reflection.
The images that reflect these technical and social developments are arranged in a
way that mimetic and dialectical entanglements, tensions and moods become visible.
Common classification systems are disregarded and connections made between things

ICH HABE NICHTS ZU SAGEN. NUR ZU ZEIGEN.

that are otherwise considered to be alien.

above:

exhibition views Neuer Kunstverein Wien, 2013

below:

montage from the exhibition

ARTIFICIAL SUNS, MOONS AND STARS, 2014

For the exhibition ATLAS OF ARCADIA at the Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn und Taxis in

Curtain with 46 black and white images, screen printed on cotton, 2.7 × 15.2 m

Bregenz and the xhibit at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna the image collection

ATLAS OF ARCADIA exhibition view, xhibit, Vienna 2015

concerning the chapters „Mirrors“ and „Modes of Lighting“ from Benjamin’s Arcades
Project was reduced to 46 images. Under the title ARTIFICIAL SUNS, MOONS AND STARS
the images are screenprinted onto a curtain, which classically has the function to
dim the light and shield something from the gaze. The images are arranged in a way
that similar forms or compositions can be found on neighbouring images. These
similarities refer to antagonisms regarding the content of the images, like the
tension between the glorifying accentuation through limelight and the searchlight
as a means of surveillance and control.

DOMINO (interieurs), 2013

CONCEPTUS, 2014

UV-direct prints on mounting board strung together according to the domino-principle,

raree show shadow theatre for the vitrine at the find spot of the Venus of Willendorf

different formats (with Meike S. Gleim)
CONCEPTUS (Latin for: conception, post-classical: fetus, late Latin: thought, idea)
was created for the showcase at the find spot of the Venus of Willendorf, where the
27,000-year-old statuette was displayed for the hundredth anniversary of its discovery.
CONCEPTUS consists of a raree show with two shadows: the silhouette on the left
comes from a 1:1 reproduction of the Venus, the shadow on the right from the lifesize model of a four-months-old fetus. The juxtaposition of the Venus – commonly
considered as a goddess of fertility – with the anatomical model of the fetus
addresses no less than the miracle of life. Both the female figure and the fetus
model reflect the preoccupation of mankind with their origin. The questions arising
from this preoccupation involve dimensions of cult and religion as well as the
DOMINO (interieurs) consists of images of interiors that are strung together according

modern natural science. In the Paleolithic epoch it was the woman giving birth who

to the domino principle: An item on the right hand side of one picture – like a

was at the centre of this existentially human question regarding his or her origin.

chair, flower arrangements, etc. – can be found in similar form on the left hand

Thousands of years later the anatomy model represents the scientific world view of

side of the next image, the element on the right hand here is in turn found on the

our times, meeting the same questions with a study of human reproduction.

left hand in the next, and so on.

The title brings both moments together: the Latin term CONCEPTUS originally meant

In this way various spaces are intertwined, but at the same time the contrast –

“conception”, but thereafter also denoted the fetus itself and later also

that they form despite their common element – is highlighted.

“thought” or “idea”.

PERSPECTIVA PRACTICA, 2016
Public art for the expansion of the library of Karl Franzens University in Graz
(planned opening: fall 2018)

PERSPECTIVA PRACTICA is the winning design for the extension of the University

of the University of Graz at the end of the 16th century. The emergence of

library in Graz. It is an enlargement of a copper engraving from the per-

central perspective has repeatedly been linked to the development of the modern

spective drawing textbook with the same title. The book was printed in the

natural sciences. The use of a book illustration – which through the enlarge-

early 17th century and summarises and illustrates the knowledge about the

ment into architectonical dimensions optically creates an additional space –

construction of representations following the rules of central perspective.

is a concrete reference to the medium of the book, which is what the library

It thus represents the knowledge of the historical epoch of the founding

archives and makes accessible to its users.

KOMMENTIERTES JAHRBUCH 1941 [ANNOTATED YEARBOOK 1941], 2016
laser print, 165 sheets A3 paper, montage with magnets

ANNOTATED YEARBOOK 1941 consists of the proof sheets of a fictional work-in-progress

This analysis of a central means of the Academy’s self-presentation during the

facsimile edition of the 1941 Yearbook published by the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna

Nazi period therefore ensues at a distance of 75 years. The information on the

framed by comments.

teachers and students sheds new light on their works shown in the yearbook without

Printed in the beginning of 1942 the publication gathered primarily black-and-white

further comment. In this way, ANNOTATED YEARBOOK 1941 also raises the question of

pictures of works by teachers and students at the Academy during the Nazi era. The

whether or better: how the inhumane and murderous Nazi ideology is articulated in

reproduced works from the various departments – architecture, scenography, sculp-

the reproduced works themselves. The unfinished form of the exhibited proofs, with

ture, painting, art education, nude drawing, perspective, ornamental script and

tick marks, page information etc., refers to the amount of work required to re-

preservation – are annotated with biographical information from the University

appraise the institution’s Nazi past in detail, as well as to the potential inter-

Archives of the Academy, supplemented by additional sources.

minability of such an undertaking.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ROTHSCHILD’S COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS, 2013
six part wall paper with 1:1 reproductions of paitings owned by the Austrian
Rothschilds until the expropriation by the Nazis, 3 × 5.6 m each
exhibition views, Arbeiterkammer, Vienna 2013

The RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ROTHSCHILD’S COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS gathers 1:1 reproductions
of the first class paintings – by Frans Hals, Peter Paul Rubens and others – owned
by the Austrian Rothschild family.
Until the “Aryanisation” by the Nazis the better part of their collection of hundreds
of paintings and other works of art was part of the furnishing of the Palais Albert
Rothschild, built 1879–84 at the site where the main building of the Viennese
Chamber of Labour stands today. Another part of the collection was housed in the
immediate vicinity in the Palais Nathaniel Rothschild (constructed 1871–78) on the
lot of today’s Education Center of the Chamber of Labour.
After World War II the artworks of the “aryanised” Rothschild’s collection were
only very hesitantly returned. Today they are scattered all over the world which
is why the reconstruction of the collection on their former exhibition venue remains
fragmentary.

JANUARY 11, 1929, RECONSTRUCTIONS OF A DATE (THE DAY JULIO MELLA DIED), 2013
contribution to the series Geschälte Zeit, published by Austrian monthly DATUM,
issue 09/2013, p. 96/97

The magazine contribution following an invitation of the museum in progress consists of two photographs of re-enactments of the same crime: the assassination of
the Cuban Communist Julio Antonio Mella (1903–1929), who was shot in the night of
January 11, 1929 in a street of Mexico City. The only witness of the crime was his
partner, the photographer Tina Modotti (1896–1942).
Like it would still be common today a reconstruction of the assassination was arranged to be photographed at the scene of the crime – Mexico was one of the first
countries to use photography for police work. What is exceptional in this case,
however, is that Modotti organised a second reconstruction with prominent support
from her artistic, leftist friends – after the re-enactment of the police failed
to clarify the facts. In this second reconstruction Modotti takes on her own role
(see photograph on the right).
The case of Mella is not only interesting because the images associated with it do
not show the actual event but merely reconstructions, which are more or less fictitious: That there is more than just one such reconstruction brings the fragility
of this police research method to the fore, the plurality of perspectives that can
be taken in the re-staging of a crime.

AUS DER GRUFT (From The Vault), 2015

48 KÖPFE AUS DEM MERKUROV MUSEUM (nach Kurt Kren), 2008/2011

Interview installation for the exhibition In the still of the night in public space,

48 HEADS FROM THE MERKUROV MUSEUM (after Kurt Kren),

Esterházy Park, Vienna 2015

digital video, B/W, silent, 4 min 19 sec (loop)

AUS DER GRUFT (From The Vault) presents interviews with clients of the Gruft
(English: „vault“), a care facility for homeless people in Vienna’s 6th district
that was started in the vault under a church (hence the name). The interviews can
be listened to on a park bench in Esterházy Park, not far from the Gruft facility.
The interviewees are telling about their experiences with homelessness and about
how they are using the city and more concretely the neighbourhood of the Gruft
that is known as a shopping paradise and upscale residential district. From their
accounts arises a perspective on these surroundings that do not address homeless
people but rather those with purchasing power. From their view point the interviewees are describing possibilities of using public space beyond mere consumer
behaviour.

48 KÖPFE AUS DEM MERKUROV MUSEUM (nach Kurt Kren), 2008/2011
video projector positioned 2 m from the wall, exhibition view
BC21 Art Award, Belvedere Contemporary, Vienna 2011

48 KÖPFE AUS DEM MERKUROV MUSEUM (48 HEADS FROM THE MERKUROV MUSEUM) is a film edited
from digital photographs that shows cuttings from the death masks in the Merkurov
Museum in Gyumri/Armenia. The masks that were created by the Soviet-Armenian
sculptor Sergey Merkurov (1881–1952) and were cast off the heroes of the Soviet
Union, amongst them Lenin, Vladimir Mayakovsky and Sergey Eisenstein, but also Felix Dzerzhinsky, head of the dreaded secret police or Andrey Zhdanov, responsible
for the repressive cultural politics under Stalin.
The title of the film denominates what it shows and at the same time refers to Kurt
Kren’s film “48 Heads from the Szondi-Test” (1960): 48 HEADS FROM THE MERKUROV MUSEUM
is an exact remake of Kren’s original were the portrait photographs of Szondi’s
patients are replaced by Merkurov’s plaster masks. The archive of faces that the
film documents is a fragment of the history of the Soviet Union and an eerie
physiognomy of its (dead) heroes.

GESCHICHTE, 2010
52 stereo photographs of the death masks from the Merkurov Museum,
each case 52 × 34 × 26 cm

GESCHICHTE, exhibition view, Secession Vienna, 2010

GESCHICHTE continues the series of works on the death masks of Sergey Merkurov and
consists of 52 stereo photographs of the masks. They are presented in showcases
with two mirrors. The illusion of three-dimensionality created by the stereoscopic
arrangement of the photographed masks highlights the analogy between imprint/cast
and photography as two reproductive medias that are based on actual ‘contact’ with
their subject matter.
The presentation of the masks without further classification through names poses
questions about the expressiveness of the human face beyond identification and attribution. The showcases can only be looked at by one viewer at a time, who for this
purpose has to bend over the glass cover plate. This way each viewer finds him-/her
self alone, face to face with the respective death mask. If s/he cannot identify
the face and thus connect it to a certain role within the history of the Soviet
Union, then almost inevitably speculations about the biography and function of the
bearer of the face begin. The immediate confrontation with every mask results in
an interplay between the bearer of the face (German: Gesicht) and the bearer of

TURKISH JOKES, 2009

history (Geschichte) referenced in the title of the work.

twosided offset print on paper, format A1, endless supply

TURKISH JOKES, exhibition view Kunstraum Niederoesterreich, Vienna 2009

TURKISH JOKES refers to Jens Haaning’s work of the same title which he realised in
1994 in public space. It is also Haaning’s work that I have interpreted and adapted
to the exhibition space. My own piece was conceived for an exhibition about art
in public space, that did not, however, take place in public, but in the classical
exhibition space of Kunstraum Niederösterreich in the centre of Vienna.
The genius of Haaning’s Turkish Jokes originates from the fact that in a very simple
but nontheless effective manner it shows the barriers of language that cross „public
space“ and very often represent social and cultural borders as well. This brings
me to assert that public space is not identical with the architectural space of
the city, but that it has to be conceived of as a space defined by language.
This reading of Haaning’s work is represented in my own piece: by retelling the
work I am transfering it from urban space in which it took place to the area of
language (the one defined by the printed word) and from the public space back to
the exhibition room. Using the form of sculptural paper stacks coined by Felix
Gonzalez Torres is also the attempt to create a public beyond the limits of the
exhibition space (like it’s the case with Gonzalez Torrez’s stacks visitors can
take the posters home).

WORLD MAP, 2010
pencil drawing and frottages of historic silver coin on paper, 184 × 100 cm

WORLD MAP was conceived for the exhibition The Potosí Principle. The focus of the

a 1:1 reproduction of a world map printed in 1600 by Arnoldo di Arnoldi in Siena.

exhibition is the city of Potosí in the Bolivian highlands, founded to exploit the

It is one of the very first world maps more or less matching the image of the earth

rich silver deposits of the Cerro Rico (rich mountain), that was to be the basis

we still have today. The model for di Arnoldi was a world map published by the

for the first ‘world currency’ — the Spanish silver coin of eight real. The history

Dutch cartographer Petrus Plancius in 1592. My reproduction of the map limits its-

of Potosí thus marks the beginning of the global age. At the same time it is the

elf to the coastlines as they were known at the time and the grid of rhumb lines

history of the colonial exploitation of the indigenous people who were forced to

covering the oceans on the map.

work in the silver mines. This history is understood as a principle that is still

Additionally the map shows frottages of a historical silver coin minted between

repeating itself today.

1586 and 1591 in Potosí — making the coin a contemporary of the world map. Lined

With the WORLD MAP I want to depict the correlation between seafaring and cartography

up one next to the other, the frottages mark the main sea routes on which the silver

on the one hand and constant trade relations between Europe, Asia, the Americas

from Potosí was travelling in an easterly and westerly direction around the globe.

and Africa with the silver peso as first ‘world currency’ on the other. The work is

UNKNOWN AVANT-GARDE, 2008
ten historic photographs (different dimensions), ten accompanying legends

UNKNOWN AVANT-GARDE, installation view (Abstract Expressionists, New York 1950)

UNKNOWN AVANT-GARDE consists of a selection of ten historic photographs depicting

PERSONA ALPHABET (A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS AN ALPHABET), 2008

artists’ groups of the 20th century (Dada, the Surrealists, the Bauhaus etc.).

poster installation, 32 b/w photocopies, dimensions variable (A3, A4)

In each case the photograph itself has become as much part of art history as the
artists and the groups portrayed by it. The other common feature of these photographs is the presence of one woman among many exclusively male colleagues. The

The PERSONA ALPHABET consists of portraits of people. Each photograph stands for a

images thus also demonstrate the isolated position assigned to women by art history.

letter and each letter can be represented by different people (‘A’ like Andy Warhol,

The photographs are complemented by documentation of research on female artists

Alfred Hitchcock, Anne Frank etc.) This way each line up of portraits can be “read”

of the avant-gardes. The legends added to the photographs refer to women Dadaists,

like a word provided that the reader can identify the persons portrayed.

Surrealists, Situationists etc. who are missing from the group portraits and have

The formation of the PERSONA ALPHABET hence depends on the media consumption and

therefore remained invisible to art history. Therefore the captions counter the

face memory of the one composing it. This means, that the readability of content

photographs and correct and rewrite art history.

spelled out in characters of the PERSONA ALPHABET increases in the same degree, as
media consumption and interests of author and reader coincide.

NEUNZEHNHUNDERT ÖTVENHAT (nineteenhundred fiftysix), 2004
leporello folded book with ten image pairs, pigment print on all rag paper,
21.5 × 594 cm
(with Lilla Khoór)

NEUNZEHNHUNDERT ÖTVENHAT (nineteenhundred fiftysix) is a leporello folded book
consisting of ten pairs of pictures. The pictures on the left side are film stills
taken from Sisi the Young Empress. The film with Romy Schneider is the second
episode of the trilogy by Austrian film maker Ernst Marischka. It was shot and released in 1956. The film plot ends with the glorious arrival of the imperial couple
in Budapest where Sisi is crowned queen of Hungary. However, the film was not shot
on the ground but exclusively on Austrian locations.
The black and white pictures on the right side were taken in the same year 1956,
but this time really in Budapest. They document different scenes from the Hungarian
revolution of autumn ’56 (Hungarian: “ötvenhat”). With the occupation of the Hungarian capitol by the Soviet Army, that was met with fierce resistance, the national
uprising came to a bloody end.
The juxtaposition of the stills from the Kodak-Color period film – that only feigns
it’s scenery – and the documentary images taken around the same time in Budapest
also confronts two different ways to depict ‘history’. The pictures are presented
as pairs showing formal similarities and equivalences and thus raise questions
about the documentary, ‘authentic’ or staged character of images of history.

SOME OF THE NAMES OF PHOTOSHOP, 2009
poster, inkjet print on paper, 464 × 91 cm, exhibition view Künstlerhaus, Vienna 2009

SOME OF THE NAMES OF PHOTOSHOP is the blow up of a screen shot that has been trans
ferred to print. It shows the 41 names that appear for seconds on the computer
screen each time the image processing program Photoshop starts. The names in
hierarchical and not alphabetical order — from Thomas Knoll, the “inventor” of
Photoshop, to Kevin Connor, Director of Product Management at Adobe Systems — represent the basis for today’s digital editing of photography and images.
The names refer to the people co-determining the flood of images surrounding us:
NEUNZEHNHUNDERT ÖTVENHAT, installation views BC21 Art Award 2011,
Belvedere Contemporary, Vienna 2011

Either because they program applications for digital image processing that are
subsequently used in commercial photography and fine arts alike. Or because they
are working to establish the file formats and programs developed by Adobe as inter
national standard. Furthermore the display of the names of the leading managers
and programmers of Photoshop (CS2, version 9.0) can be read as a request to
perceive the economic and political impact of their monopoly in the field.

LES ARCHIVES DES BARBARES, 2003
artists’ book and exhibition (walldrawings, coat hanger mobile and installation)

DID YOU EVER DREAM OF BECOMING BARBARIAN? is the title of an exhibition on view in

contrary holds the promise of freedom and adventure.

fall 2003 in Paris. The exhibition is part of the larger project Les Archives des

The main piece in the exhibition is an artists’ book collecting publications which

Barbares dealing with the figure of the barbarian. Starting from the analysis of

refer to the “barbarian”, to “barbarism” etc. in their title. The images of the

the function bestowed upon the barbarian in the formation of the cultural identity

book covers and titles are arranged to form a narrative around the figure of the

of a political unit, for which he is always the other. It is never the barbarians

barbarian. In part this narration works in a literal way through inserting words

themselves who write their own history, but the others, those, for whom the barbarian

between the book titles to form sentences, partly the narrative thread is completed

is the menacing other. The intention of the project however reaches beyond this

by the pictures featuring on the book covers or other elements. In the course of

analysis. With the foundation of the archives of the barbarians we take the role

the narration, which leads through the different contexts in which the term appears,

of the subject of history making. Starting from the position of the barbarian, the

the figure of the barbarian is more and more blurred and it is increasingly uncle-

polemics against him are turned around. The barbarian no longer appears in connection

ar, who and what “the barbarians” are supposed to be.

with the menace of civilisation through brute and uncivilised force, but on the

DID YOU EVER DREAM OF BECOMING BARBARIAN?, exhibition views Public>, Paris 2003

false etymology of the term “barbare”, 2003, poster in the exhibition,
felt tip pen on paper, 84 × 119 cm

